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The Brothers of the Christian Schools and the Bo-
tanical research at the beginning of the 20th cen-

tury: some examples of their works 

Olivier Perru * 

 
Abstract: Jean-Baptiste Caumeil, known as Brother Héribaud-Joseph (1841-
1917), was a French Brother of the Christian Schools. He was the author of 
various works in Botany, including the Flora of Auvergne and the Muscinea of 
Auvergne, and made new discoveries in paleobotany, particularly concerning 
the fossil data on diatom taxa. In the years 1880-1900, several Brothers of the 
Christian Schools were botanists and they collaborated with Brother Hé-
ribaud-Joseph. In this communication, we shall synthesize the works of some 
of these Brothers, who were in relationship with Brother Héribaud-Joseph 
and who had to leave France for America during the abolition of congrega-
tions and religious educational institutions in France in 1904-1905. We shall 
particularly consider Brother Arsène Brouard’s papers (known as Brother 
Gerfroy-Arsène, 1867-1938), by which he introduced a systematic study of 
the Mexican Flora. We shall also glance at Jean-Sylvestre Sauget’s research 
(known as Brother Quadrat-Léon, 1871-1955), who explored the botanical 
resources in Cuba. In this paper, we try to understand the meaning of their 
research.  
Keywords: Brothers of the Christian Schools; Brouard, Arsène; Sauget, Jean-
Sylvestre; Mexican flora; Cuban Flora 

Os Irmãos das Escolas Cristãs e a pesquisa em botânica no começo 
do século XX: exemplos de alguns trabalhos 

Resumo: Jean-Baptiste Caumeil, conhecido como Irmão Héribaud-Joseph 
(1841-1917), era um francês pertencente à congregação dos Irmãos das Esco-
las Cristãs. Ele foi autor de vários trabalhos em Botânica, incluindo La Flore 
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d’Auvergne e Les Muscinees d’Auvergne, e fez descobertas novas em paleobotâ-
nica, relacionados a fósseis de diatomáceas. Nos anos 1880-1900, diversos Ir-
mãos das Escolas Cristãs eram botânicos e colaboraram com o Irmão Héri-
baud-Joseph. Nesta comunicação, nós sintetizaremos os trabalhos de alguns 
desses Irmãos relacionados com o Irmão Héribaud-Joseph e que foram for-
çados a deixar a França para as Américas durante a abolição das congregações 
e centros escolares religiosos na França em 1904-1905. Nós consideraremos 
particularmente os artigos e os arquivos do Irmão Arsène Brouard (conhecido 
como Irmão Gerfroy-Arsène, 1867-1938) nos quais ele realizou um estudo 
sistemático da Flora mexicana. Nós também trataremos da pesquisa de Jean-
Sylvestre Sauget (conhecido como Irmão Quadrat-Léon, 1871-1955) que ex-
plorou os recursos botânicos em Cuba. Neste artigo, nós procuraremos dis-
cutir o significado dessas pesquisas.  
Palavras-chave: Irmãos das Escolas Cristãs; Brouard, Arsène; Sauget, Jean-
Sylvestre; flora mexicana; flora cubana 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Jean-Baptiste Caumeil was born on April 4, 1841, in Pradeyrols, the 
village of Boisset, in the department of Cantal, France. At the age of 
17 and a half, Jean-Baptiste entered the Clermont’s novitiate of the 
Brothers of the Christian Schools, on September 26, 1858. The Broth-
ers are a teachers’ congregation founded by Jean-Baptiste de La Salle, 
in 1680, in Reims. The congregation was reconstituted in France after 
the French revolution (1802) and grew a lot during the 19th century. 
At the beginning of the 20th century (1903), the Brothers were 15.457 
over the world; among them, 10.651 lived in France. In France and 
other European countries, they essentially worked in primary and sec-
ondary schools; but in North, Central, and South America, they created 
colleges and universities. They were soon expelled from France, with 
the secularization laws, after 1904. 

After his novitiate, when he was called Brother Héribaud-Joseph, 
Jean-Baptiste Caumeil was a primary school teacher in Saint-Saturnin 
(Puy de Dôme), and in 1863, he joined the Boarding school of Cler-
mont-Ferrand where he will stay until 1904. He taught in diverse clas-
ses until 1876, then, victimized by increasing deafness, he dedicated 
himself especially to his researches and botanical publications (from 
1876 until 1915), what partially explains the fact that he published and 
acquired a certain recognition only from 1876. Brother Héribaud, who 
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spent 40 years at Clermont’s Boarding school, and 13 years at the house 
of the Brothers in Montferrand, had a life more punctuated by his 
works and publications than by the events of the outside world. The 
publications of Brother Héribaud-Joseph began in 1876 with a com-
parative picture of the Flora of Puy-de-Dôme and Cantal (Héribaud 
1876, pp. 477-486). He published the second significant scientific arti-
cle in 1880, entitled “Notes on some mints observed in the department 
of Cantal” (Héribaud, 1880, pp. 166-172). From his observations, 
Brother Héribaud studied a problem of the end of the 19th century: 
does the multiplicity of the vegetable forms always correspond to a 
multiplicity of species or do we meet hybrids, varieties, even plants ex-
pressing ancestral or recessive characters? Jean-Eugène Malvezin1 
quoted several articles and books already published in 1879, among 
which an elementary treatise of the forage plants of Auvergne (Hé-
ribaud, 1878), a note on a new species of fern of the kind Asplenium 
(Héribaud, 1880)2, an elementary treatise of harmful plants of Au-
vergne (Malvezin, 1879). These papers are rather short texts (often 7-
8 pages), but they are signs of the production and science of their au-
thors. Malvezin’s paper gives evidence of the regional recognition of 
Brother Héribaud-Joseph’s works at the end of the 1870s. 

In 1883, appeared the first edition of the Flore d’Auvergne (Frère Hé-
ribaud et Frère Gustave, 1883), a work drafted in association with 
Brother Gustave.  

Among all the books that he produced, this book is maybe the one 
that contributed most to make known Brother Héribaud; this book 
attracted many followers towards the study of the regional flora […]. 

(Marty, 1917-1918, p. 64)3 

                                                      
1 This local botanist remains almost unknown. He was an employee, attached to the 

Orléans Railways Company; he dwelt at Aurillac. 
2 This species is Asplenium adiantum-nigrum, var. lamotteanum (Héribaud) Rouy. In fact, 

Héribaud (1880) described a new species called Asplenium lamotteanum. In 1913, this 
species was circumscribed as a variety of Asplenium adiantum-nigrum, by  Rouy (1913). 
Consequently, lamotteanum is a variety of Asplenium adiantum-nigrum. 
3 Pierre Marty (1868-1940) was a geologist and a botanist, a pioneer of paleobotany; 

having undoubtedly worked with Héribaud, he discovered deposits of fossil diatoms. 
In the castle of Caillac, in Vézac (Cantal), he constituted a herbarium and a naturalistic 
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After the Flore d’Auvergne, appeared the study on the parasitic plants 
of the flora of Auvergne (Héribaud 1889) and the Elements of Botany: 
this textbook aimed at the students of the classes preparing for the 
scientific high school diploma and some other students (Héribaud 
1890). The contemporaries did not linger there, seeing in this text a 
simple textbook very different from “scientific” works. In 1891, he 
published a descriptive analysis of Rubus of the central plateau of 
France (Héribaud 1891). This is a more personal work referring to the 
works of Father Boulay4. From 1893, Brother Héribaud-Joseph de-
voted to the research and publications on diatoms and published Di-
atomées d’Auvergne (species of alive and fossil diatoms). The French 
Academy of Science crowned this work (Héribaud 1893), which 
grouped some studies on diatoms from mineral waters of Auvergne 
and added his discoveries, with the intention of making it a 
scientifically subject. 

In 1899, appeared another book by Brother Héribaud, Les Muscinées 
d’Auvergne (Héribaud 1899). As usual and in his way, Héribaud pro-
vided a history of his subject before completing the description and 
the classification of the mosses. Héribaud himself recognized having 
made his first “bryological researches” from 1882, but he told having 
interrupted them in 1891, until 1893, because of his interest for dia-
toms. Héribaud shows how, as with the diatoms, working with mosses 
was teamwork, done together with the Brothers of the Christian 
Schools, on the one hand, and scientists, university professors, aca-
demics and informed amateurs, on the other hand. What interests us 
in this introduction is to identify the Brothers collaborators of Brother 
Héribaud or trained by Héribaud: 

• The most known is Brother Gustave. Mathematician and bot-

anist, Barthélémy Serindat, in religion Brother Gustave (1833-

                                                      
library. He is the author of 110 publications, books and articles in regional but also 
national scientific journals. 
4 Father Nicolas-Jean Boulay (1837-1905) was appointed as ordinary professor of 

botany at the catholic University of Lille in 1875. He became the dean of the Faculty 
of Science. He worked on the geographical distribution of mosses and on the relation-
ship between mosses and the physico-chemical parameters of the environment. He 
worked also in paleobotany.  
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1898), was born in Ambert on December 14, 1833 and he en-

tered the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, on 

September 2, 1851. He collaborated with Brother Héribaud 

for the writing of the Flora of Auvergne and doubtless, Elements 

of Botany. He is the author of Clef analytique de la Flore d’Auvergne 

(Serindat 1873).  

• In the Supplement of the second edition of the Flora of Au-

vergne (1894), Brother Héribaud quoted several brothers who 

collaborated in this work of which Brother Hermylus and 

Brother Gasilide de Jésus. Brother Hermylus (Pierre Jally, 

1842-1917) and Brother Gasilide de Jésus (François Bou-

bounel, 1856-1925) are objects of several quotations in jour-

nals of botany. Héribaud quoted them in Supplément à la Flore 

d'Auvergne (1894) and some papers (1895, 1901) for their 

discoveries (cf. Héribaud 1901 and Frères des Écoles 

Chrétiennes 1917, 1925). Their entire career took place in the 

Massif Central. 

• Muscinées d’Auvergne (1899) quoted Brother Gerfroy-Arsène 

(Arsène Brouard, 1867-1938) and Brother Gasilien. Arsène 

Brouard began then the botanist’s career that he had to lead 

later in Mexico and the United States. He interests us as a di-

rect follower of Brother Héribaud, trained by him in Cler-

mont-Ferrand. From 1899 to 1905, he taught mathematics and 

natural history at St Eugène, in Aurillac and was one of the 

best teachers of this well-known scientific school. In 1906, he 

was appointed for Puebla (Mexico). Brother Gasilien (Géraud 

Parrique, 1851-1907) was a lichenologist and a bryologist. He 

wrote the Contribution à la flore des lichens du plateau central 

(Durand, 1898). After 1904-1905, he remained in France as a 

civil professor at the Catholic school of Rochepaule (Ar-

dèche). Brother Adelme-Nicolas (Adrien Destruel, 1861-1926) 

was another student of Brother Héribaud. In the year 1906, he 

left France for Mexico. For eight years, he worked with 
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Brother Arsène on the inventory of the Mexican Flora. He re-

turned to France in 1914, chased away by the Mexican revolu-

tion. 

Brother Héribaud died on December 22nd, 1917. Letters of con-
dolence contain scholars’ messages, between which Charles Flahault 
and Marcellin Boule. The life of Brother Héribaud was the life of a 
modest scholar, very specialized in botany, but practicing what we now 
understand as multidisciplinarity (paleobotany). He was a rare example 
of a learned member of a religious order that maintained good relations 
with the scientific world often hostile to the Catholics, after 1880. His 
integration into the institutional science (his relationship with the sci-
entific societies, the University of Clermont, the Academy of Science 
and the Museum, for example) offered him professionalism, even if 
under reduced research conditions. However, he remained eclectic in 
his choices of researches (mosses, diatoms) and little specialized. His 
work extends over about forty years; diatoms occupied him during 
twenty of the last twenty-five years of his life, during which he also 
published additives to the Flora of Auvergne, and finally the second edi-
tion of this Flora. The general respect, which enjoyed Brother Héribaud 
in the scientific world, allowed reducing the oppositions or the anti-
clerical distrust to the scientist’s Brothers. He daily lived a unity of 
commitment as a researcher and a member of a religious order at a 
time when it seemed incompatible. It is clear that he influenced many 
Brothers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Brother Héribaud 
and some Brothers who were scientists and worked all over the world, 
especially in America, exchanged many plants and microscope slides. 
For example, in the Saint Michael’s College biology laboratory (Santa 
Fe, New Mexico), Brother Arsène left a box of diatom microscope 
slides made by Brother Héribaud (Johnson 2018). 

On July 7th, 1904, the French national Assembly eliminated from 
France, as an unauthorized congregation, the Institute and the schools 
of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The reporter of the law, Fer-
dinand Buisson, asserted that the same man could not be religious (sep-
arated from the world) and teacher (preparing the young people to live 
in the world) at the same time. The application decrees of July 12th, 
13th and 15th decide on the immediate closure of 801 of 1.359 schools 
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of the Brothers. The French Brothers, who numbered about 10,500 
people, had to emigrate or to be deconsecrated on site. 

The Brothers in charge of French districts did not manage to adopt 
a common viewpoint. Some of them urged the active Brothers to em-
igrate – this was the attitude of Brother Gabriel-Marie – to strengthen 
the existing communities of Turkey, Egypt, Canada, India, Australia 
and to create new schools in Spain, Sicily, Italy, England, and the USA.  
They also received requests to introduce the Institute in Mexico and in 
South America (So, they sent in Mexico the botanist Brothers Arsène 
Brouard and Léon Sauget). Several Boarding schools (the Brothers and 
most of their pupils), Novitiates and Studies Houses were transferred 
beyond the border into Belgium, Italy, Spain, the Channel Islands, and 
England. More than a third of the Brothers emigrated. 

2 BROTHER ARSÈNE BROUARD (1867-1938) 

Arsène Brouard (1867-1938) was born in Saint Jean de Braye (Or-
léans). He was the son of an employee of the Railways Company Paris-
Orléans. Then he became a bank employee in Limoges and, in 1884, 
appointed as a secretary of the banker and lichenologist Edouard Lamy 
de la Chapelle5, a friend and collaborator of Brother Héribaud-Joseph. 

Amazed at the remarkable capacities of his pupil for the pleasant sci-
ence of botany, this renowned master conceived the intention to make 
him study at his expenses when his death, in 1886, changed the orien-
tation of the young man, without interrupting, however, his collections 
of plants. The Botanical Society of Limousin soon welcomed him and 
later appointed him honorary president. (Frères des Écoles Chré-
tiennes 1938, pp. 530-531) 

He entered the novitiate of Paris in 1895, with 28 years old. At the 
start of the academic year 1899, he was a member of the community 

                                                      
5 Pierre Marie Edouard Lamy de la Chapelle (1804-1886) was a botanist and a member 

of the Botanical Society of France. He was the author of several works, in particular 
on lichens: Catalogue des lichens du Mont-Dore et de la Haute-Vienne (botanical Society of 
France, Paris, 1880); Exposition systématique des lichens de Cauterets (Botanical Society of 
France, Paris, 1884). He was also a banker, what was doubtless his main profession, 
allowing probably him to finance the time spent in his researches. He lived his whole 
life in Limoges. 
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of the Boarding school Saint-Eugène d’Aurillac where he taught math-
ematics and experimental sciences for six years.  

In his leisure activities and days of walk, he constituted a voluminous 
herbarium of the regional flora. In 1905, as he did of his young man's 
first herbarium, he bequeathed it to the learned Brother Héribaud-Jo-
seph, who was the President of the International Academy of botanical 
geography. (Frères des Écoles Chrétiennes, 1938, pp. 534-535).  

Arsène Brouard left France in June 1906, about two years after the 
law of July 7, 1904 that had forbidden the religious congregations to 
teach. He learned Spanish in Clermont-Ferrand, and his superiors 
chose him to go to Mexico, to teach at Puebla. In Puebla, together with 
Nicolas, Arsèner began his teaching and botanical activity, as described 
in the Lasallian archive in Lyon: 

While dedicating most of his time to the preparation of the physics 
classes of which he was in charge, he was deeply interested in botany. 
Associated with Brother Adelme-Nicolas, he explored little by little 
mountains and valleys. Periodically, he sent some collections to 
Brother Héribaud-Joseph or diverse Faculties for their definitive clas-
sification. Appointed at Morelia School, in January 1909, our dear col-
league gave there the same lessons, and he intensified his collections 
of plants in this region, even richer than that of Puebla. He knew how 
to interest the group of enthusiastic collectors among the members of 
the community. Flora and fauna of Mexico had been until then little 
studied; they supplied him a vast working field: insects, butterflies, rep-
tiles, cryptogams and fossils, mineral, everything became the object of 
his investigations and his researches. He was however obliged to give 
up the entomological studies that attracted him to limit himself to 
botany. He classified thousands of plants, of which a high number of 
not yet determined species and sent them to the Faculty of Montpel-
lier, to the Natural History Museum of Paris or the Institute Smith-

sonian of Washington. M. Thériot6 was a renowned bryologist, which 

described an important part of mosses collected by our colleague in 
Mexico. He wrote this authorized sentence: Brother Gerfroy-Arsène 
highly possessed the essential qualities of a good collector: sufficient 
knowledge of all the plant families to neglect none, a sure look, the 
order, the method, as well as a strong resistance to tiredness. He gave 

                                                      
6 This bryologist was Irénée Thériot (1859-1947), with whom collaborated Héribaud-

Joseph. 
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himself entirely to the science; not content with working for it, he liked 
sharing his love of the botany with those who surrounded him. Among 
the new species, which I described, several were dedicated to this dear 
friend. They will so immortalize brother Arsène’s name in the moss’ 
science. (Frères des Écoles Chrétiennes, 1938, pp. 536-537) 

These sentences explain that Arsène was essentially a collector and 
an erudite botanist, a classifier (with order and method). We might 
think that he was not a specialized scientist, as we understand today. 
However, we would make an anachronism if we analyze Arsene’s sci-
ence in the light of today’s specialization. He was a man of his time. 

Speaking about the intention of the scientists in England during the 
end of the 19th century “to organize a more professionally oriented sci-
entific community and to define science in a more critical fashion”, 
Frank M. Turner wrote, “The clerical scientists stood accused of dual 
loyalties that were incompatible with pursuit of thoroughly naturalistic 
science” (Turner, 1978, p. 365). In the years 1880-1920, in France or 
England, scientists as Arsène Brouard seem to be outsiders.  

In the professional scientific community, there would be little or no 
room for the person of two callings. Science and the scientist must 
serve the profession or community at large but not some particular 
religious doctrine, sect, or church to which scientific activity was sub-
ordinate. (Turner, 1978, p. 365) 

The obituary notice of Brother Arsène Brouard presents his natu-
ralist work in Mexico as a common work with another brother, Brother 
Adelme-Nicolas, another unknown botanist.  

Brother Adelme-Nicolas (Adrien Destruel, 1861-1926), born in 
Sainte-Colombe in the department of the Lot, became a teaching 
brother in 1876 but he had to leave France for Mexico in 1906. During 
eight years, he performed with other colleagues a work of inventory of 
the Mexican flora. We read in his obituary note:  

During his departure from France, Brother Adelme-Nicolas had 
promised to Brother Héribaud-Joseph, the former director of the In-
ternational Academy of Botanical geography, to send him a large num-
ber of plants of Mexico. […] As well, to please the famous botanist, 
he took advantage of the holidays to be engaged in frequent excur-
sions, from which he came back loaded with a big package of rare 
plants, sometimes collected on high mounts, sometimes at the bottom 
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Barrancas. Nothing stopped him. Only God knows the effort that he 
made to prepare the sending intended for Brother Héribaud-Joseph. 
[…] To explain the number of plants he collected together with a col-
league [Brother Gerfroy-Arsène], corresponding with the Museum of 
Paris, would be a difficult thing. His dedicated his rare spare time to 
the classification of his herbaria, which deserved the praises of several 
famous scholars. Some eminent botanists of France and the United 
States even gave his name to plants ignored up to there, because he 
was the first one to collect them and to classify them by families. 
(Frères des Écoles Chrétiennes, 1926, pp. 175-176) 

Brother Adelme-Nicolas returned to France in 1914 (after the Rev-
olution of July 1914, in Mexico). He died in 1926 in Athis-Mons, near 
Paris. 

As an example of botanical discoveries of Brother Arsène and 
Brother Nicolas, the Panicum characteristic species of Central America, 
for example, Panicum paludivagum Hitchc & Chase and Panicum 
stramineum Hitchc & Chase. Panicum paludivagum is distributed in fresh-
water lakes and rivers, with the base submerged, in Florida, Texas, 
Mexico, Central America. Arséne recognized this plant in Morelia, in 
1909 (Hitchcock and Chase, 1915, p. 466). Panicum stramineum is a spe-
cies with glabrous (sometimes ciliate) blades. We found it in damp soils, 
in Arizona and Mexico; Arsène also found it in Morelia (Hitchcock and 
Chase, 1915, p. 478). Brother Arsène Brouard seems to have an 
encyclopedic viewpoint on Botany, as pointed out by John Fleck:  

Arsène was very much a product of the Victorian era in which he first 
practiced the science of botany, a time when naturalists wandered far 
and wide collecting specimens. Arsène collected all sorts of plants, but 
he made a specialty of mosses and, especially, the modest, crusty little 
fungal growths frequently found on rocks known as lichens (Fleck, 
2010) 

Therefore, his method involved a collection of all plants discovered 
in an area, to achieve a taxonomic work (on the Flora of Mexico and 
New Mexico, for example) and to produce a catalog of the plants living 
in this area. Brother Arsène was an erudite and encyclopedic botanist, 
whose project was to collect and identify all lichens and mosses that he 
found. The same remark applies to Brother Léon. Here, a particularity 
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of the students and successors of Brother Héribaud. They did not in-
tegrate the 19th Century transformation of natural history into biology. 

Whereas natural history had traditionally been dominated by the 
clergy, the new scientific disciplines of biology and geology gradually 
achieved independence from clerical influence while at the same time 
legitimizing a new set of non-ecclesiastical authorities. (Harrison, 2006, 
p. 87) 

Are Brother Arsène and Léon any last representatives of this tradi-
tion? It should be not entirely true to say that. They not only practiced 
natural history for their teaching, but they also studied the characteris-
tics and resources of an unknown environment. Their work to publish 
local floras and faunas was a valued scientific work. 

In the Scientific Journal of Limousin (La Revue Scientific du Limousin), 
in 1928-29, Charles Le Gendre briefly summarized the botanical works 
achieved by Arsène Brouard in Mexico between 1906 and 1914.  

Everything is attractive in this country for a naturalist, even mush-
rooms, mosses, lichens and up to diatoms. Brouard immediately in-
tended not to limit his researches; he made numerous excursions, ei-
ther alone, or with his students. […] Brother Arsène did not seem 
intimidated by the dangers to which he exposed himself. He explored 
the surroundings of Mexico City and Puebla, the States of Morelia and 
Michoacán, other nearby regions. Therefore, he obtained magnificent 
results. I don’t have enough documents to follow our fellow in his 
excursions, but it is at least possible for me to summarize the im-
portance of his consignments below, both in America and in France. 
Brouard shipped some mosses and liverworts to France in several sec-
tions. Two sections, studied by M. Thériot, have been published. 
Brouard shipped another section to M. Cardot, in Charleville, but the 
Germans stole it. Hepaticae are still being determined. Some lichens 
were published in Mexico City (1914); others formed a supplement in 
Covington (United States); others, were studied by M. Bouly de 
Lesdain. Phanerogams constitute a catalog of 200 pages, of which 
there are three copies. The first one is in the Smithsonian, which re-
ceived more than 12.000 samples. The second is in the hands of M. 
Daveau, manager of the Institute of Botany of Montpellier, with a con-
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siderable number of plants. The author kept the third copy. M. Hitch-

cock and Miss Chase, in Washington, reviewed grasses7. […] It would 

have been helpful if Brouard had spent a month at the Smithsonian, 
but it was a long journey and great expense. The edition of the catalog 
would also be very desirable. Then, with the small book on the fossil 
leaves collected in Morelia, the result of Brouard’s research in Mexico 
would be known, except concerning Diatoms sent to Brother Hé-
ribaud, and several hundred lower mushrooms, sent to Father Vonaux. 
(Le Gendre, 1928-1929, pp. 75-76) 

The botanical collections made by Brother Arsène Brouard were an 
inexhaustible source of information in the discovery of the Mexican 
flora. In New Mexico, Brother Arsène collected with Brother Benedict 
and added specimens to his collection that Brother Anect originally 
gathered. They had prestigious addresses: the bryologists Thériot and 
Bouly de Lesdain8, National Herbarium of Smithsonian Institution, in 
Washington; Daveau, manager of the Institute of Botany of Montpel-
lier. However, is that all? What did happen concerning other Brouard’s 
collections? David W. Johnson and Margaret R. Johnson wrote:  

Brother Arsène spent eight years in Puebla, Morelia, Mexico City, and 
Queretaro. There, he, confreres, and students collected plants exten-
sively. They often walked 20-30 miles in a day and ultimately assem-
bled a collection of 12,000 lichens, mosses, ferns, and flowering plants. 
In 1912, Arsène presented an exhibit on regional natural history at a 
scientific meeting. The scientists were impressed with Arsène’s collec-
tions and awarded him the sole gold medal of the Congress. Arsène 
shipped specimens to experts for identification, inclusion in research 
herbaria, and sales to collectors. Prince Roland Bonaparte eagerly pur-
chased Arsène’s herbarium sheets. Nearly 8,000 are at the Smithson-
ian, 15,000 at the National Museum in Paris, and 1000s more now re-
side in 26 herbaria in a dozen countries. In all, Arsène collected nearly 

                                                      
7 Albert Spear Hitchcock (1865-1935) was an American botanist; in 1912, he became 

Custodian of Grasses, Division of Plants. United States National Museum. He worked 
with his associate, Mary Agnes Chase (1869-1963). 
8 Maurice Bouly de Lesdain (1869-1965) was a French botanist. He was the vice-pres-

ident of the Société botanique de France. He was a lichenologist and completed some sys-
tematic studies on lichens; he determinated particular species of lichens, especially 
those from Central America. He worked on some species of lichens provided by 
Brother Arsène. See for example (Bouly de Lesdain, 1921), in which he gave the name 
of Brother Arsène to two new species, Endopyrenium brouardi and Tomasellia brouardi. 
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200 new species. Standley wrote: ‘Brother Arsène’s contributions to 
botanical knowledge of Mexico are monumental. They will endure as 
long as the science itself remains’. (Johnson and Johnson) 

Concerning some specimens kept at Santa-Fe College and in New 
Mexico, these authors wrote:  

The collection at The College of Santa Fe comprises approximately 
1,800 specimens of seed plants collected by Arsène and Brothers in-
cluding 67 families and 319 genera. Although Arsène discovered only 
one new species of vascular plant in New Mexico (Muhlenbergia arsenei 
Hitchc), a half-dozen specimens were new to the State. They recorded 
no new species among the 128 species of mosses or 26 species of liv-
erworts. Arsène extensively collected lichens, including more than 60 
new species in New Mexico. Some of these lichens are at the Smith-
sonian; the Lichen Herbarium at Arizona State University houses 
nearly 500 specimens. (Johnson and Johnson)  

Arsène sent his herbarium sheets to Europa where they often were 
disseminated or sold. Charles Le Gendre considered that Brother Hé-
ribaud plaid a central role in this dissemination.  

Brouard’s collections have been centralized in Clermont-Ferrand; they 
have been centralized and distributed thanks to Brother Héribaud. 
These collections included several samples of the same plants with pol-
ygraphed indications. Some was sent to the botanical garden of Mont-
pellier, others sold to Prince Bonaparte. (Le Gendre, 1928-1929, p. 82) 

About Brouard’s collections, Johnson summarizes his discoveries:  

We “discovered” boxes in a storage area with 2000 plant and lichen 
specimens collected by Brother Arsène. The specimens were mounted 
and labeled and apparently had not been examined since Brother 
Arsène’s death in 1938 in Santa Fe. With permission of the Christian 
Brothers in Santa Fe, I worked with botanists at the University of New 
Mexico and Arizona State University to curate the specimens. The vas-
cular plants and some lichens are deposited in the herbarium at the 

University of New Mexico9. The lichens are deposited at Arizona State 

                                                      
9 There in information about the Brother Arsène collection, as well as a list of his 

works, at the bottom of the website page of the Museum of Southwestern Biology of 
the University of New Mexico: <https://msb.unm.edu/past-news.html>, access in 
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University Lichen Herbarium10. Most of the plant and lichens were 

collected in New Mexico. (Johnson, 2018) 

In the year 1913, Brother Arsène was a teacher in San Borja agri-
cultural school, in the surroundings of Mexico City. In July 1914, the 
revolution obliged him to leave Mexico. Soon associated with the 
Lasallian district of Baltimore, he taught Biology, French, Spanish, and 
Design. In July 1919, he was appointed to Covington St Paul College, 
in Louisiana; then, during the 1926 holidays, he was in the Las Vegas 
Scholasticate. He probably arrived at Santa-Fe College in September 
1933; he was still in charge of young teachers’ training in science.  

As he was obliged to give up his botanical excursions, he devoted him-
self to the classification of his plants to prepare better use. Experience 
taught him that natural history and botanical collections often disap-
pear with their author. So, he fearless affirmed: “A sure way to work 
for practical usefulness in the botanical collections is to give them a 
refuge place in some great institutions, where they will present a scien-
tific interest.” His free distributions were worth to him some testimo-

nies estimated by several scientific leading heads. Mr. Paul Standley11, 

the botanical guardian at the Chicago Museum, wrote: “the enthusiasm 
of Brother Arsène was not discouraged by the abrupt interruption of 
his work in Mexico. In the United States” herbaria reached thousands 
of specimens, which he collected in Ammendale and Covington, as 
well as in the neighborhood of Santa Fe and Las Vegas; these collec-
tions were an incalculable help to increase the knowledge of the flora 
of these regions. I doubt that a single person in the Western hemi-
sphere was able to collect in his life such a quantity of botanical mate-
rials, prepared with so much care and consequently of permanent 
value. The Natural History Museum of Paris benefited widely from his 
collections. His letters speak about 117 packages sent, accompanied 

                                                      
November 20, 2018. The Albuquerque Journal published a report on the transfer of the 
collection to the University of New Mexico in May 30, 2010: <https://www.abqjour-
nal.com/news/metro/30233824metro05-30-10.htm>, access in November 20, 2018. 
10 In 2002, the College of Santa Fe in New Mexico donated the lichen collections of 

Brother Arsène Brouard, including a number of lichen types that were thought to have 
been destroyed in World War II, to the Arizona State University Lichen Herbarium 
(<https://biokic.asu.edu/lichen-herbarium>). 
11 Paul Carpenter Standley (1884-1963) was an American botanist. He remained at 

New Mexico State College as an Assistant from 1908-1909. He was an Assistant Cu-
rator at the United States National Museum from 1909 to 1922.  
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with the handwritten catalog of 400 pages of tight writing. In 1930, 
our colleague appeared among seven corresponding members elected 
by the management of the Museum. The same title was awarded to 
him, next year, by the Academy of Science of Mexico City. (Frères des 
Écoles Chrétiennes, 1938, pp. 540-541) 

About the numerous works of Brother Arsène, there are two aca-
demic theses, by Brother Bernard Adrian Reed and by Velarde (Reed, 
1940; Velarde, 1981). 

3 BROTHER QUADRAT-LÉON (1871-1955) 

Joseph-Sylvestre Sauget (1871-1955) was born in Mesnay-lès-Ar-
bois (Jura) on December 31st, 1871. He entered the novitiate of Be-
sançon in 1887, and he received Brother Quadrat-Léon’s name. At the 
school of the Brothers in Arbois, at the age of 13, he learned to com-
pose a herbarium. In 1900, to favor his studies, the superiors sent him 
to the Boarding school of Dijon. There,  

He gave some lessons to the pupils of the Agriculture course, being so 
a prelude to the lessons of zoology and botany which had to occupy a 
great part of his teaching career. (Frères des Écoles Chrétiennes, 1955, 
p. 283).  

During the eviction of the members of his religious order and the 
secularization of schools, in July 1904, he left to Canada. Here, he was 
at the primary school of Hull, near Ottawa.  

During the free days, he liked traveling the country, collecting insects 
and plants. He met Brother Marie-Victorin who began his scientific 
career too, and it was the beginning of a sustainable friendship. (Frères 
des Écoles Chrétiennes, 1955, p. 283).  

Volunteer for a foundation in the Antilles, he studied Spanish in 
Longueuil (French-speaking Canada) and then he left for Cuba. The 
obituary note rather faithfully reports the scientific career of Brother 
Léon, from his beginnings in Cuba:  

His first contact with the scientific world of Cuba took place at the 
experimental Agricultural station of Santiago of Vegas, a few kilome-
tres away from Havana, where Mr. Barker welcomed him very kindly. 
“I shall help you, said the learned botanist; I shall lend you books and 
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material to collect and dry plants; you can rely on me for the identifi-
cation of the rarer samples.” And here is launched our future scholar 
[…]. Mr. Baker put him in a relationship with Dr. Britton, director of 
the Botanical Garden of New York, himself first-rate botanist and very 
interested in the Flora of the Antilles. On the other hand, Brother 
Léon sent ferns to Dr. Maxon, and Grasses to Dr. Hitchcock, Smith-
sonian Institution of Washington. So began some relations which will 
last all his life; the confidence of these specialists in the scientific right-
eousness of our colleague will never contradict itself. (Frères des 
Écoles chrétiennes, 1955, pp. 285-286) 

From 1906 until 1910, Brother Léon organized the systematic bo-
tanical and zoological exploration of Cuba. During his entire life and 
until he died in 1955, Brother Léon visited the whole Island, and he 
investigated Cuban geology, flora, and fauna. He worked with some 
other Brothers, who became his students: Brother Alain Joseph, who 
continued his works. Another was Brother Alban Joseph who became 
the district’s visitor. Brother Alain (Alain Lioger, 1916-2009) became 

[…] one the most important and knowledgeable plant taxonomists in 
the botanical history of the West Indies. He published the latest floras 
for the islands of Hispaniola (9 volumes, between 1981 and 2000) and 
Puerto Rico (five volumes, between 1985 and 1997 and a synopsis, in 
1982–2000). (Ortega and Garrigo, 2016, pp. 23-24) 

In 1910, he had the visit from M. Percy Wilson12, from the Botanical 

Garden of New York: he too promised a help, either in equipment and 
in books, or for the determination of specimens. The Brother Léon’s 
great merit would be that, beginning without a library, without herbar-
ium, without money, he managed little by little to take up the best her-
barium of the Island and to gather the essential books in his scientific 
work. From 1910, he sent to New York, for identification, two copies 
of the collected plants; one returned to him, stuck on a herbarium 
sheet, ready to be put in his collection; the other remained in New 
York. His first new species, a grass (Paspalum leoninum Chase) and a 
cactus (Leptocereus leonii Britton & Rose) share his name. There will be 
even a genus of grasses dedicated to him, the Saugetia. Dr. Britton, di-

                                                      
12 Percy Wilson (1879-1944) was an assistant at the Botanical Garden of New-York. 
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rector of the Botanical Garden of New York, came personally to Ha-
vana in 1911, and Brother Léon accompanied him in short excursions 

around13. Next year, together with J.-A. Shafer, from the Botanical 

Garden of New York, he botanized eight days on the West of the Is-
land, and according to the testimony of the farmers, Brother Léon 
noted the medicinal properties of several new plants. (Frères des 
Écoles chrétiennes, 1955, pp. 287-288) 

Concerning Dr. Britton, he died before publishing his works on 
Cuban Flora. Brother Léon published his Cuban Flora in 5 volumes 
(the two last volumes were published by Brother Alain). 

In 1917, Hitchcock and Chase published a big paper about 
“Grasses of the West Indies”. They achieve a systematic presentation 
of the grass flora of Cuba and other Caribbean Islands. The authors 
wrote: 

Among the more important collections examined may be mentioned 
Wright’s Cuba plants […]; those of Brother León, of the Colegio de la 
Salle, Habana, the richest single collection of Cuba Grasses that has 
been made, a practically complete set of which Brother León has con-
tributed to the National Herbarium. (Hitchcock and Chase, 1917, pp. 
262-263).  

Many plants received the name of Brother Léon, for example, a new 
genus, Saugetia, and a grass, Paspalum leoninum (Hitchcock and Chase, 
1917, p. 313). The American scientists, in particular, those of the Bo-
tanical Garden of New York, were interested in the evaluation of the 
work of Brother Léon, because they were launched in the investigation 
of the Flora of the Central America and of the Caribbean themselves.  

In 1927, Brother Léon was appointed as an honorary doctor of Co-
lumbia University, thanks to Dr. Britton. Other colleagues or collabo-
rators also intervened: an eminent Cuban botanist, Don Carlos de la 
Torre, an Escolapian Missionary, the R. P. Modesto Rocca, two Broth-
ers of the Christian schools, Brother Clément-Joseph, and, especially, 
Brother Marie-Victorin (1885-1944) who was the founder and the 

                                                      
13 Nathaniel Lord Britton (1859-1934), was an American botanist and taxonomist, di-

rector of the New York Botanical Garden. His researches were about the Caribbean 
Flora. 
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manager of the Garden and the Institute of Botany of the University 
of Montreal14. We stop our investigations in the years of the World 
War I, not to overflow over the 20th century, which could be the object 
of another paper. 

4 CONCLUSION 

If there is necessarily no direct link between the work of Brother 
Héribaud and the botanist’s Brothers of the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, as Brother Sennen or Brother Marie-Victorin, however, he had 
followers or admirers among the French Brothers of the next genera-
tion, as Arsène Brouard (Brother Gerfroy-Arsène). During the 20th 
century, the scientific members of this religious order were more joined 
into the university landscape and more integrated into their research 
field, with the help of the professionalization of science. With the 
Brothers of the Christian schools and in the Catholic world, many 
priests and religious, some scientists of Brother Héribaud’s generation 
nevertheless looked like predecessors to join the sciences completely 
into the Catholic schools’ education and in a Christian view of Nature.  

Brother Arsène Brouard and Brother Léon give two examples of 
some Brothers expelled from France with the secularization laws, after 
1904, and who did researches in botany and zoology in Central Amer-
ica at the beginning of the 20th century. However, they did similar work 
to many botanists of the 19th century. With great erudition on botany, 
they did a lot of work collecting many plants, without the degree of 
experimental research required for a scientist in the 20th century. Here, 
we claim that, at that time, their identity (to be a scientist and a Brother 
of the Christian Schools) was a challenge. As Peter Harrison said:  

Science-religion conflict could thereafter be understood not only in 
terms of supposedly conflicting doctrines, but also in terms of the pu-
tatively incompatible personae of those who “professed,” respectively, 
science and religion. (Harrison, 2016) 

                                                      
14 Conrad Kirouac was born at Kingsley Falls, in Canada in 1885. Entered the Institute 

of the Brothers of the Christian schools on August 15, 1901, he received Brother Ma-
rie-Victorin’s name. He taught at the college of Longueuil from 1904; he met Brother 
Léon at that time. From 1908, Brother Marie-Victorin began his scientific publications, 
in particular in The Canadian Naturalist. 
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